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EP’s holistic approach to supporting student learning and  
teacher efficacy made the platform the perfect solution. 

APIS is a leading International School based in South 
Korea, with an enrollment of 350 students between 
k-12. Following the US Curricula, the school prides 
itself on rigorous and innovative programs designed 
to provide personalised and relevant learning 
pathways for each student. 

Using EP since 

08.2018 
EP users 
(Students) 

87 

UP users 
(Teachers) 

27 

About 

APIS has been using EP since 2018 and 
carries a reputation for high quality teaching 
and a dynamic and innovative curriculum.  

Member of the following associations: 

● East Asia Regional Council of Schools

● Western Association of Schools & Colleges

● National Association of Independent
Schools

Our online learning journey 

APIS first experienced the impact of EP in 
2018 after using the program during a 
Language learning competition. The 
student engagement was evident and 
provided each learner the targeted level of 
material at the right time.  

Why Education Perfect (EP) 

As a school that prides itself in academic performance, EP aligned perfectly to the 
strategic goals.  

1. EP plugs directly into  Google Classroom - this is incredibly  powerful. For
example, I can post directly into Google Classroom and view my students’ learning
progress in real time through the live feed. Data analytic tools allow the teacher to
track students’ completion and mastery of Chinese. These tools are convenient and



 

 

easy to use for both the teacher and students. 
 

2. EP aligns to the curriculum standards of the school and can be further 
customised if required. The topics of each level align with the Chinese unit themes 
at our school. The activities are comprehensive, allowing students to practice 
vocabulary, listening, speaking, reading, writing, and grammar. We use EP for 
supplementary exercises or tests. Students can work on teacher-assigned tasks 
that allow them to practice the same skill multiple times, learning from their 
mistakes. This allows the students to make continuous progress toward their 
learning goals, and gives the teacher the tools to track student growth. 
 

3. Teachers have the discretion to freely edit various exercises. I was able to edit 
listening, speaking, reading and writing exercises based on the actual content I 
taught. 
 

4. The content (getting started, beginner, intermediate, advanced) is very 
systematic, which is convenient for differentiation and online study. Our school 
started online classes in March 2020, with some online classes still continuing 
today, and EP has been very helpful for Chinese teaching during this unique period. 
Tests on EP have played a very important role. There are also excellent learning 
opportunities for teachers through webinars and EP certification levels. I found 
these brilliant, and they encourage me to learn as an educator. 

 

   

   

“My students love Education Perfect. 
Because my students are very different 
from one class to the other, I often 
assign them different tasks according 
to their level. It’s very good for 
personalised learning”. 
 
Grace Gao 
Department Chair, Chinese  
Asia Pacific International School  

 
 

 

Impact 

● Increased student engagement due to personalised and skill appropriate content.  

● Teachers are exposed to greater learning opportunities through the EP webinars and 
certification programmes.  



 

 

 

 

● The assessment feature has allowed teachers to examine students progress during 
remote learning periods.  
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